ICE-Trade Workshop Benches

ICE-Trade Workshop Bench for 1600 mm belt width and in total 15 m long, out of 3 parts

Specially for the service companies for conveyor belting ICE-Trade produces work benches. Made to size: length, width and height as required.

Also for other types of industries the work benches can be produced according the specific needs, for example all in stainless steel.
The following options are available:

- table blade from: water resistant multiplex wood, steel, PE or multiplex with stainless steel sheet covered
- with electricity plugs for power tools
- with winch (electric) & clamping system (pneumatic of mechanic) for pulling of the covers of the belt
- in case a winch is installed this one will be guided by the Hiwin Linear System, so that pulling force is always in a straight line with the belt: winch will be moving from left to right and vice versa
- with or without second level, for storage
- with drawer blocks or cupboards
- complete in stainless steel

Work Bench detail with 22 mm thick work blade (multiplex plywood) and plugs for the power tools
For the PVC belting the Work Bench below has a Hiwin Linear Guide for the installation of V-guides on the belt.

ICE-Trade Work Bench for belt width 800 mm, length 8 m (2 Parts) with side border
The special holder is for the hot air blower.

With this system, by exchanging the guide wheels all different sizes of V-guides can be installed manually.

The border on the table blade and the Hiwin system assures that the V-guides are installed in a 100% straight line.

To reduce freight charges the Work Benches are stacked.

Please contact us if you need additional information.